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What is your 
morning routine?

Good Morning!





TweetDeck inside Chrome



Feedly

Google Alerts inside Gmail









Eyefi Mobi iPhone Photos



iPhone/iPad iMovie

https://youtu.be/B2IaaFz4Fz4

Aristotle



Logos

Ethos Pathos

Rhetorical Triangle

• Ethos – Building trust by establishing your 
credibility and authority (Writer). 

• Pathos – Appealing to emotion by connecting 
with your audience through their values and 
interests (Audience). 

• Logos – Appeal to intelligence with well-
constructed and clearly argued ideas 
(Context).

Logos -> Context or Message or Story

Ethos -> 
Writer or Storyteller

Pathos -> Audience

Rhetorical Triangle

Purpose



Euclid

Rhetorical Triangle = Perfect Triangle
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Aristotle

Story + Storyteller + Audience = Purpose

Euclid

+



CONTEXT
Story

Storyteller —> Delivery

Purpose Audience

Every story must have an 
audience, purpose, and 

method to deliver that story.

What does it mean 
to listen?



Listen with all senses



what we see

what we see



https://youtu.be/9HEZeFLqjCU

Creates the connected theater - how can we 
create an interactive experience so audience forgets 
they are watching and listening...yet feeling 

Creates a connected voice - how can we identify 
with each other...speak the same language 

Provides texture - we see/hear it, we understand 
the mission and it is repeatable/shareable message, 
making the hairs on the back of our necks stand-up

great stories

https://youtu.be/RI-l0tK8Ok0



Jodi Hume Sharon Turner

https://youtu.be/iUeAFUSS5e0

http://sharing.mayoclinic.org/discussion/a-bite-of-life/

“Human-computer 
interactions should offer 
means for establishing 
common ground that is 
similar to those in human-
human interactions.”

Brenda Laurel
“Computer as Theater”



In your opinion, how can the art 
of listening be included in our 
content marketing initiatives?



what we see

What does it mean 
to be a good 
storyteller?



Flexible 
Nimble 
Agile 

Multidisciplinary
Practitioner

How do we build a culture 
of content creators?

• Create a unified voice 

• Operationalize content creation 

• Build a team 

• Building the platforms 

• Make sharing fun!

How do we create a 
unified voice in our 

organization?



How can we 
operationalize content 

creation?

Who is on our 
team?

What platforms should 
we leverage for our 

mothership?



How can we make 
sharing stories fun?
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